Appendixes
underlying problems in the area. But no problem?* of this chanc-
ier can be settled by warlike acts.
The United States* opposition to the use of aggression and violence i»l
any kind on any side of this situation over the years, is a matter of rcco?J
As our actions over many years have denxmstrated, and as President
Johnson reaffirmed in his statement yesterday: ** The United States is» firmly
committed to the support of the political independence and territorh?
integrity of all the nations in the area. The United States strongly oppose*
aggression by anyone in the area, in any form, overt or clandestine/*
My country's devotion to this principle has been demonstrated con-
cretely—not only in the Suez crisis, where we stood against o2d allie^
but consistently through the \ears.
In fact, in the most recent debate in this Council involving this area,
we made very clear the United States' commitment to the NOlutkm of ail
problems of the area by exclusively peaceful means and by recourse to
the armistice machinery.
Mr. President, only two days ago many of us here had occasion, dur-
ing the debate on the peace-keeping question in the General Assembly,
to speak of the vital interest which all powers* great and small alike,
share in maintaining an impartial international instrument of stability—un
instrument which, when danger and discord arise, can transcend narrow self-
interest and put power at the service of peace.
That instrument is the United Nations; and above aH it is this Security
Council, with its primary charter responsibility for the maintenance of
international peace and security.
The view is sometimes stated that the smaller powers, because they arc
most vulnerable, are the real beneficiaries of United Nations' efforts to
maintain the peace, whereas the great powers "can take care of them-
selves/' My country does not accept this view*
Nobody questions the vital interest of the smaller powers in this acti-
vity; indeed they have manifested that interest time and time again by
their votes and their contributions. But neither should anybody suppose
that the exercise by the United Nations of its responsibility for the main-
tenance of international peace and security docs not serve the basic in-
terests of the great powers also.
Great Powers have both interests and responsibilities to this matter—and
the greater the power the greater the responsibility.
In this spirit, Mr. President [Uu Chbh of Nationalist Chto*], I airt
authorized to announce that the United States, both vithm and outside
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